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LAYER BASED HRD BUFFER 
MANAGEMENT FORSCALABLE HEVC 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION(S) 

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
S119(e) of the U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 
61/846,552, filed Jul. 15, 2013 and titled, “LAYER BASED 
HRD BUFFER MANAGEMENT FOR SCALABLE 
HEVC and U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 
61/889,980, filed Oct. 11, 2013 and titled, “MULTILAYER 
HRDMANAGEMENT,” which are both hereby incorporated 
by reference in their entireties for all purposes. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to the field of imaging. 
More specifically, the present invention relates to video cod 
ing. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The buffer management in Advanced Video Coding 
(AVC)-based scalability (Scalable Video Coding (SVC) and 
Multiview Video Coding (MVC)) required an extension to 
system STD buffer model and introduced an additional layer 
of complexity to re-purposing and re-distribution equipment. 
The extensions required management of both the base layer 
buffer and buffer with base and enhancement layer/layers at 
the same time in both transmission and decoding equipment. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. The buffer management methods simplify the com 
plexity of STD buffer management for HEVC and make is 
easy to implement HEVC in deployed AVC/MPEG-2 net 
works (as legacy re-multiplexers are able to be used for re 
purposing HEVC content). The buffers for base and enhance 
ment layers are also also be managed independently before 
re-assembly and this simplifies the STD model. Re-assembly 
is still implemented before decoding an enhanced HEVC 
Video stream. 
0005. In one aspect, a method programmed in a non-tran 
sitory memory of a device comprises acquiring a video and 
transmitting a bitstream of the video including signaling a 
maximum bit rate, average bit rate and maximum coded pic 
ture buffer size allocated for each layer in the bitstream. The 
method further comprises implementing an extension and 
parameters that are configured to be defined as whole-se 
quence level or sub-stream level. The method further com 
prises managing a system buffer for each layer independently 
without having to re-assemble lower layers. The method fur 
ther comprises managing buffers for base and enhancement 
layers of the video before re-assembly. The method further 
comprises implementing a multilayer decoder. The method 
further comprises associating buffering period and picture 
timing Supplemental enhancement information messages 
with each layer of the video. The method further comprises 
utilizing a same picture timing Supplemental enhancement 
information message for all layers of the video for synchro 
nization of removal times within a layer set, and utilizing 
different buffering period supplemental enhancement infor 
mation messages for each layer of the video. The device is 
selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a 
laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a main 
frame computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital 
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assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a Smartphone, a Smart 
appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital cam 
corder, a camera phone, an portable music player, a tablet 
computer, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a high defi 
nition video writer/player, a television and a home entertain 
ment system. 
0006. In another aspect, a system programmed in a non 
transitory memory of a camera device comprises a sensor 
configured for acquiring a video and a transmitting compo 
nent configured for transmitting a bitstream of the video 
including signaling a maximum bit rate, average bit rate and 
maximum coded picture buffer size allocated for each layer in 
the bitstream. The transmitting component is further config 
ured for implementing an extension and parameters that are 
configured to be defined as whole-sequence level or sub 
stream level. The transmitting component is further config 
ured for managing a system buffer for each layer indepen 
dently without having to re-assemble lower layers. The 
transmitting component is further configured for managing 
buffers for base and enhancement layers of the video before 
re-assembly. The transmitting component is further config 
ured for implementing a multilayer decoder. The transmitting 
component is further configured for associating buffering 
period and picture timing Supplemental enhancement infor 
mation messages with each layer of the video. The transmit 
ting component is further configured for utilizing a same 
picture timing Supplemental enhancement information mes 
sage for all layers of the video for synchronization of removal 
times within a layer set, and utilizing different buffering 
period supplemental enhancement information messages for 
each layer of the video. 
0007. In another aspect, an apparatus comprises a sensor 
configured for acquiring a video, a non-transitory memory for 
storing an application, the application for: transmitting a bit 
stream of the video including signaling a maximum bit rate, 
average bit rate and maximum coded picture buffer size allo 
cated for each layer in the bitstream and a processing com 
ponent coupled to the memory, the processing component 
configured for processing the application. The application is 
further configured for implementing an extension and param 
eters that are configured to be defined as whole-sequence 
level or sub-stream level. The application is further config 
ured for managing a system buffer for each layer indepen 
dently without having to re-assemble lower layers. The appli 
cation is further configured for managing buffers for base and 
enhancement layers of the video before re-assembly. The 
application is further configured for implementing a multi 
layer decoder. The application is further configured for asso 
ciating buffering period and picture timing Supplemental 
enhancement information messages with each layer of the 
Video. The application is further configured for utilizing a 
same picture timing Supplemental enhancement information 
message for all layers of the video for synchronization of 
removal times within a layer set, and utilizing different buff 
ering period Supplemental enhancement information mes 
sages for each layer of the video. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 illustrates a diagram of AVC and SVC decod 
ing according to some embodiments. 
0009 FIG. 2 illustrates an example of the system buffer 
model for HEVC layered coding and this is the same as that 
specified for SVC and MVC. 
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0010 FIG.3 illustrates a diagram of scenarios of decoders 
for SHVC/multi-view according to some embodiments. 
0011 FIG. 4 illustrates a diagram of a 2-decoder model 
case according to some embodiments. 
0012 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a multilayer HRD 
buffer flow model from a system STD operation perspective 
according to some embodiments. 
0013 FIG. 6 shows a generalization of HRD buffer flow 
according to some embodiments. 
0014 FIG. 7 illustrates a structure of byte streams and 
NAL unit streams for conformance checks according to some 
embodiments. 
0015 FIG.8 illustrates an HRD buffer model according to 
Some embodiments. 
0016 FIG. 9 illustrates a diagram of a bitstream-partition 
specific CPB operation according to Some embodiments. 
0017 FIG. 10 illustrates a flowchart of implementing 
buffer management methods according to some embodi 
mentS. 

0018 FIG. 11 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary 
computing device configured to implement the buffer man 
agement methods according to Some embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0019. Described herein are options to reduce the buffer 
model complexity in High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)- 
based scalability. 
0020. The scalability model as introduced in SVC (and 
also used in MVC) uses AVC base layer and adds scalable 
enhancements to achieve temporal, Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(SNR) and spatial improvements. Typical SVC applications 
targeted use cases where bit rate savings were achieved over 
simulcast of base layer and enhancement without Scalabil 
ity. MVC provided view enhancements using a similar 
model. 
0021. Some of the application use cases required transmis 
sion of AVC base layer stream to base layer decoder while the 
enhancement layer was transmitted separately where the 
SVC/MVC decoder assembled the base and enhancement 
layers before decoding the enhanced data. 
0022 FIG. 1 illustrates a diagram of AVC and SVC decod 
ing according to Some embodiments. The base layer video 
stream used a different profile and level than the base--en 
hancement layer (usually the enhancement layer being 
higher level than base layer), and each used a different Coded 
Picture Buffer (CPB) size and bit rate for Hypothetical Ref 
erence Decoder (HRD) buffer management. The video stan 
dard (and in turn systems) did not specify an independent 
buffer size and rate for each enhancement layer and the speci 
fication defined a scheme where the base layer and base-- 
enhancement layer buffers were managed in parallel to make 
sure they did not overflow or underflow. This management 
was required at both the encoding end as well as decoders. 
The HRD model for SVC and MVC did not address Such 
parallel CPB management of base layer and base-enhance 
ment layer. The HRD model defined how to extract base 
layer video from the full SVC/MVC access unit and then 
manage the base layer. 
0023 The transport part of SVC/MVC had to support the 
STD management independently for base and base+en 
hancement layer as STD does not have the ability to extract 
base layer data from full SVC access units and this capability 
would have required the base layer decoders to support the 
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larger buffer sizes that included the base and enhancement 
layer data. The STD extension in systems requires a virtual 
re-assembly buffer and the management of multiple buffers 
after re-assembly. This has made the STD more complex for 
SVC and MVC transport and makes re-multiplexing very 
difficult, complex and not implementable with legacy re 
multiplexers. The defined compression of enhancement layer 
required variable bit rate and buffer allocation between base 
layer and enhancement layer to achieve best results. For 
example, if it was required to use a higher buffer size and rates 
for base layer, the equivalent was adjusted in enhancement 
layer and vice versa. However, the buffer size and rates for 
base layer or base+enhancement layer could not exceed the 
maximum limits for the level specified. 
0024 FIG. 2 illustrates an example of the system buffer 
model for HEVC layered coding and this is the same as that 
specified for SVC and MVC. 

Simplify Buffer Management Issues in HEVC Scalability 
0025 HEVC scalability includes additional use cases than 
just simulcast and is more efficient in compression of 
enhancement layers. In all of these cases, it will be difficult to 
manage base layer and base--enhancement layer buffers in 
parallel to achieve conforming system buffer behavior if 
HEVC scalability adopts a similar HRD buffer model as AVC 
scalability. The schemes described herein simplify system 
buffer management where the parallel buffer management is 
able to be avoided by use of a new SEI and an extension to 
HRD parameters. 
(0026 HEVC scalability SEI: The proposed SEI (based on 
SVC scalability info SEI or MVC view scalability SEI) sig 
nals the maximum bit rate, average bit rate and maximum 
CPB buffer size allocated for each of the layers in the video 
stream. This is also be mapped into the system layer using a 
descriptor and allows implementation of independent single 
buffer STD model in systems as well as HRD for base and 
enhancement layers. 
(0027 HRD extensions: Currently, HEVC HRD param 
eters are able to be defined either as whole-sequence level or 
sub-stream level. There might be the cases where system 
buffer is able to be managed for each layer/view indepen 
dently without having to re-assemble the lower layer/views, 
but the current HRD specification does not support such 
scenario. Described herein uses the scalable HEVC extension 
in Vps extension( ) and sps extension( ) to convey HRD 
parameters for a single-layer model or multi-layer model 
(like SVC or MVC) or both. 
(0028. The methods simplify the complexity of STD buffer 
management for HEVC and make it easy to implement 
HEVC in deployed AVC/MPEG-2 networks (as legacy re 
multiplexers are able to be used for re-purposing HEVC 
content). The buffers for base and enhancement layers are 
also able to be managed independently before re-assembly, 
and this simplifies the STD model. Re-assembly is still imple 
mented before decoding an enhanced HEVC video stream. 
HEVC scalability SEI 
(0029. A new suffix SEI to HEVC to signal layer specific is 
utilized information Such as maximum bit rate, average bit 
rate and maximum CPB buffer size. The following table 
provides an example of the SEI message syntax where the 
parameters are able to be signaled for a single layer 
(vps max layers minus1=0) or multiple layers. 
Table 1 shows HEVC scalability information SEI message 
Syntax. 
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De 
Scrip 
tor 

HEVC scalability info (payloadSize) { 
active Vps id u(4) 
for (i=0; is - Vps num layer sets minus1; i++) { 

for(j=1; j<=vps max layer id; j++) { 
if(layer id included flagi) { 

layer level info present flagi u(1) 
if(layer level present flagi) 

layer level idci u(8) 
layer hird info present flagi u(1) 
layer Sub pic hird info present flagi u(1) 
if(layer hird info present flagij{ 

layer bit rate value minus1i ue(v) 
layer cpb size value minus1i ue(v) 

if layer Sub pic hird info present flagii) { 
layer bit rate du value minus1i ue(v) 

layer cpb size value minus1i ue(v) 

active Vps id: identifies an active VPS that contains the layer 
information. The value of active Vps id shall be equal to the 
value of video parameter set id of the active VPS for the 
VCL NAL units of the access unit containing the SEI mes 
Sage. 

layer level info present flag i: specifies whether the 
level information about layer index j in layer set i is present. 
layer level idci: indicates a level to which jth layer in 
layer set i in the CVS conforms as specified. 
layer hird info present flagi: Specifies whether the hird 
information about layer index in layer set i is present. 
layer hird Sub picture info present flagi: specifies 
whether the sub-picture hird information about layer index jin 
layer set i is present. 
layer bit rate value minusli: (together with cpb size 
scale) specifies the maximum input bit rate of layer index j in 
layer set i. 
layer cpb size du Value minusli: (together with layer 
cpb size scale) specifies the CPB size of layer index j in 
layer set I CPB when CPB operates at sub-picture level. 
Table 2 shows HEVC scalability information SEI message 
Syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

HEVC scalability info (payloadSize) { 
active Vps id u(4) 
layer bit rate scale u(4) 
layer cpb size scale u(4) 
for (i=0; is- vps num layer sets minus1; i++) { 

for(j=1; j<=vps max layer id; j++) { 
if layer id included flagii)) { 

layer level info present flagi u(1) 
if layer level present flagi) 

layer level idci u(8) 
layer hird info present flagi u(1) 
if layer hird info present flagij{ 

layer bit rate value minus1i ue(v) 
layer cpb size value minus1i ue(v) 
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-continued 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

layer ave bit rate value minus1i ue(v) 
layer max cpb size value minusli ue(v) 
layer bitrate calc windowii ue(v) 

active Vps id: identifies an active VPS that contains the layer 
information. The value of active Vps id shall be equal to the 
value of video parameter set id of the active VPS for the 
VCL NAL units of the access unit containing the SEI mes 
Sage. 
layer bit rate scale: has similar semantics to bit rate scale 
layer cpb size scale: has similar semantics to cpb size scale 
layer level info present flagi): specifies whether the 
level information about layer index j in layer set i is present. 
layer level idci: indicates a level to which jth layer in 
layer set i in the CVS conforms as specified. 
layer hird info presentflagi): specifies whether the hird 
information about layer index in layer set i is present. 
layer bit rate value minusli: (together with layer bit 
rate Scale) specifies the maximum input bit rate of layer 
index in layerseti. Has similar semantics as bit rate value 
minus 1. 
layer avg bit rate value minuslii: (together with lay 
er bit rate Scale) specifies average value of layer index j in 
layer set i. 
layer max cpb size value minusli: (together with 
layer cpb size scale) specifies maximum cpb size value of 
layer index j in layer set i. 
max bitrate calc windowii: specifies the window to cal 
culate maximum bit rate of layer index j in layer set i. 
Table 3 shows HEVC scalability information SEI message 
Syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

HEVC scalability info (payloadSize) { 
active Vps id u(4) 
layer bit rate Scale u(4) 
layer cpb size scale u(4) 
for (i=0; is - Vps max layer id; i++) { 

if layer id included flagi) { 
layer level info present flagi u(1) 

if layer level present flagi) 
layer level idci u(8) 

layer hird info present flagi u(1) 
if layer hird info present flagi{ 

layer bit rate value minus1i ue(v) 
layer cpb size value minus1i ue(v) 
layer ave bit rate value minus1i ue(v) 
layer max cpb size value minusli ue(v) 
layer bitrate calc windowii ue(v) 

active Vps id: identifies an active VPS that contains the layer 
information. The value of active Vps id shall be equal to the 
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value of video parameter set id of the active VPS for the 
VCL NAL units of the access unit containing the SET mes 
Sage. 

layer bit rate Scale: has similar semantics to bit rate scale 
layer cpb size scale: has similar semantics to cpb size scale 
layer level info present flagi: Specifies whether the level 
information about layer index i. 
layer level idci: indicates a level to which ith layer in the 
CVS conforms as specified in. 
layer hird info present flagi: Specifies whether the hird 
information about layer index i is present. 
layer bit rate value minusli: (together with layer bit 
rate Scale) specifies the maximum input bit rate of layer 
index i. Has similar semantics as bit rate value minus 1. 

layer avg bit rate value minusli: (together with layer 
bit rate scale) specifies average value of layer index. 
layer max cpb size value minusli: (together with layer 
cpb size scale) specifies maximum cpb size value of layer 
index i. 

max bitrate calc windowi: specifies the window to calcu 
late maximum bit rate for layer index i. 

HRD Extensions 

0030. In FIG.3, the bitstream contains 2 layers or views. It 
is possible for the whole bitstream to be decoded with one 
decoder (scenario 1) or each layer is able to be decoded with 
separate decoders (scenario 2). FIG. 4 illustrates a diagram 
with a 2-decoder model case, where each layer is decoded. 
0031 hird parameters() are defined differently with sce 
nario 1 and 2: in scenario 1, parameters of both BL and EL 
should be included within one hird parameters( ) while in 
scenario 2 parameters of BL and EL should be included in 
separate hird parameters(). However, in the current hird par 
ameters() syntax, specification is allowed to be specified for 
each layerset, which means that only scenario 1 is supported. 
0032 To solve this problem, the syntax is modified so that 
scenario-2-type hrd parameters( ) are able to be optionally 
transmitted in Vps extension() and sps extension() 
Table 4 shows Vps extension() syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps extension() { 

for(i=0; iss=wpS num layer sets minus 1; i++) 
for(=1;<=vps max layer id; ++) 

if layer id included flagii)) { 
layer set hird layer info present flagi 

if layer set hird layer info present flagij)) { 
hird paramaters(cprm present flagi, 

wps max Sub layers minus1) 

u(1) 
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layer set hird layer info present flagi: specifies 
whether the hird information about layer index j in layer set i 
is present. 
Table 5 shows Vps extension() syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps extension() { 

for(i=0; iss=wpS num hird parameters - 1; i++) 
1stIdx = hird layer set idxi 
for(=1;<=vps max layer id; ++) 

if(layer id included flag|1stIdxj)) { 
layer set hird layer params present flagi u(1) 

if(layer set hird layer params present flagi)) { 
hird paramaters(cprim present flagi, 

wps max Sub layers minus 1) 

Table 6 shows Vps extension() syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps extension() { 

for(i=0; iss=wpS num hird parameters - 1; i++) 
1stIdx = hird layer set idxi 
for(=1;<numLayersIndList1stIdx;++) 

if(output layer flag|1stIdxj)) { 
layer set hird layer params present flagi u(1) 

if(layer set hird layer params present flagi)) { 
hird paramaters(cprim present flagi, 

wps max Sub layers minus 1) 

Table 7 shows sps extension() syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

Sps extension() { 

layer set hird layer info present flag u(1) 
if layer set hird layer info present flag) { 

hird parameters (1, 
sps max Sub layers minus1) 

layer set hird layer info present flag equals to 1 specifies 
that hird parameters() that is applied just to the current layer 
which is a part of layer set is additionally contained in the 
CVS, and equals to 0 specifies that hird parameters( ) that is 
applied just to the current layer which is a part of layer set is 
not contained. 
0033. The methods described herein are for transmission 
of individual buffer parameters for HEVC scalable layers so 
that the system buffer management is able to be simplified. 
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The first scheme includes a new SEI to transmit the informa 
tion while the second scheme includes extensions to HRD 
parameters in Vps extension() and Sps extension() 

Multilayer HRD Management 

0034 Layer-based HRD buffer flow management for a 
multilayer operation is being described herein. Multi-layer 
representation of a bitstream is an inherent characteristic of 
scalability models as practiced, in SHVC and MV-HEVC, to 
allow temporal, spatial and view enhancements. In addition, a 
hybrid scalable model is also introduced allowing the trans 
mission of AVC base layer stream to an AVC base layer 
decoder while an HEVC enhancement layer is transmitted to 
an HEVC decoder, separately. Traditional HRD buffer man 
agement approaches identify HRD parameters and number of 
HRD models on the whole e.g., for combined layers as 
opposed to on a per layer basis. 
0035 FIG. 5 shows an example of a multilayer HRD 
buffer flow model from a system STD operation perspective. 
As shown, it includes a PID-based demux to map a multi 
layered transport stream into its constituent layers (2 layers in 
this example). Each layer is then fed into TB & MB buffers to 
generate elementary streams as inputs to the CPB buffers. 
FIG. 6 shows a generalization of HRD buffer flow. 
Table 8 shows Vps extension() syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps extension() { 

Sub cpb parameters table() 

Sub cpb parameters table() 

for(i=0; iss=wpS num layer sets minus 1; i++) 
Sub cpb info present flagi u(1) 
if sub cpb info pressent flagi) { 

for(k=0; kvps num hird parameters &&. 
i=hird layer set idxk: k++) 

for(j=l; j<=vps max layer id; j++) { 
if(layer id included flagii) { 

hird paramaters(cprm present flagk, 
wps max Sub layers minus1) 

Sub cpb info present flagi: Sub cpb info present flag 
i=1 indicates CPB parameters for each layer in the layer set 

i are given. Sub cpb info present flagi–0 indicates CPB 
parameters for each layer are not present. 
0036. For BP & PT SEI messages, because of the strict 
output timing requirements, there is a single removal time and 
accordingly a single PTSEI message to be associated with all 
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the layers. BP SEI messages are able to be associated with 
each layer for sub CPB buffer management. 
Table 9 shows a modified SEI message syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

multilayer hird info (payloadSize) { 
active Vps id u(4) 
for (i=1; is - Vps num layer id; i++) { 

layer hird info present flagi u(1) 
if layer hird info present flagi{ 

layer max bitrate valuei u(16) 
layer max cpb size valuei u(16) 

0037. Described herein is the HRD and its use to check 
bitstream and decoder conformance. Two types of bitstreams 
orbitstream subsets are subject to HRD conformance check 
ing. The first type, called a Type I bitstream, is a NAL unit 
stream containing only the VCL NAL units and NAL units 
with nal unit type equal to FDNUT (filler data NAL units) 
for all access units in the bitstream. The second type, called a 
Type II bitstream, contains, in addition to the VCL NAL units 
and filler data NAL units for all access units in the bitstream, 
at least one of the following: 
0038 additional non-VCLNAL units other than filler data 
NAL units, 
0039 all leading Zero 8bits, Zero byte, start code, 
start code prefix one3bytes, and trailing Zero 8bits syntax 
elements that form a byte stream from the NAL unit stream. 
FIG. 7 shows the types of bitstream conformance points 
checked by the HRD. 
0040. The syntax elements of non-VCL NAL units (or 
their default values for some of the syntax elements), used for 
the HRD, are specified. 
0041. Two types of HRD parameter sets (NAL HRD 
parameters and VCL HRD parameters) are used. The HRD 
parameter sets are signaled through the hird parameters( ) 
syntax structure, which may be part of the SPS syntax struc 
ture or the VPS syntax structure. 
0042 Multiple tests are used for checking the conform 
ance of a bitstream, which is referred to as the bitstream under 
test. For each test, the following steps are applied in the order 
listed: 
0043 1. An operation point under test, denoted as Targe 
tOp, is selected. The layer identifier list OpLayerIdList of 
TargetOp includes the list of nuh layer id values, in increas 
ing order of nub layer id values, present in the bitstream 
subset associated with TargetOp, which is a subset of the 
nuh layer id values present in the bitstream under test. The 
variable TargetLayerSetIdx is set equal to index of the layer 
set specified in the active VPS that exactly includes the layers 
in OpLayerIdList. The OpTid of TargetOp is equal to the 
highest TemporalID present in the bitstream subset associ 
ated with TargetOp. 
0044 2. TargetDecayerIdList is set equal to OpLay 
erIdList of TargetOp. HighestTid is set equal to OpTid of 
TargetOp, and the Sub-bitstream extraction process as speci 
fied is invoked with the bitstream under test, HighestTid, and 
TargetDecayerIdList as inputs, and the output is assigned to 
BitstreamToDecode. 
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0045 3. When at least one bitstream partition HRD SEI 
message is present, bitstream-specific CPB operation or bit 
stream-partition-specific CPB operation is selected and both 
CPB operations shall be tested for checking the conformance 
of a bitstream. When bitstream-specific CPB operation is 
tested, the Subsequent steps apply for the bitstream under test. 
When bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation is tested, 
the Subsequent steps apply to each bitstream partition of the 
bitstream under test, referred to as the bitstream partition 
under test. When bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation 
is tested and the input to the HRD is a bitstream, the bitstream 
partitions are derived with the demultiplexing process for 
deriving a bitstream partition. 
0046 4. The hird parameters( ) syntax structure and the 
Sub layer hird parameters( ) syntax structure applicable to 
TargetOp are selected as follows: 
0047. If bitstream-specific CPB operation is tested, the 
following applies: 

0048 If TargetDecLayerIdList contains all nuh layer 
id values present in the bitstream under test, the hird 
parameters() syntax structure in the active SPS (or pro 
vided through an external means) is selected. 

0049 Otherwise, the hird parameters() syntax structure 
in the active VPS (or provided through some external 
means) that applies to TargetOp is selected. 

0050. Otherwise, the hird parameters() syntax structure 
that applies to the bitstream partition under test in the 
bitstream partition HRD SEI message that is included in 
a scalable nesting SEI message that applies to TargetOP 
(or provided through some external means) is selected. 

0051. Within the selected hird parameters() syntax struc 
ture, if BitstreamToDecode is a Type I bitstream, the sub 
layer hird parameters(HighestTid) syntax structure that 
immediately follows the condition “if (vcl hird parameters 
present flag) is selected and the variable NalHrdModeFlag is 
set equal to 0; otherwise (BitstreamToDecode is a Type II 
bitstream), the Sub layer hird parameters(HighestTid) syn 
tax structure that immediately follows either the condition “if 
(Vcl hird parameters present flag) (in this case the variable 
NalHrdModeFlag is set equal to 0) or the condition “if (nal 
hird parameters present flag) (in this case the variable Nal 
HrdModeFlag is set equal to 1) is selected. When Bitstream 
ToDecode is a Type II bitstream and NalHrdModeFlag is 
equal to 0, all non-VCL NAL units except filler data NAL 
units, and all leading Zero 8bits, Zero byte, start code pre 
fix one 3bytes, and trailing Zero 8bits syntax elements that 
form a byte stream from the NAL unit stream, when present, 
are discarded from BitstreamToDecode, and the remaining 
bitstream is assigned to BitstreamToDecode. 
0052 5. An access unit associated with a buffering period 
SEI message (present in BitstreamToDecode or available 
through external means) applicable to TargetOp is selected as 
the HRD initialization point and referred to as access unit 0. 
An applicable buffering period SEI message is selected from 
access unit 0 as follows: 
0053. If bitstream specific CPB operation is tested, the 
following applies: 

0054 If TargetDecLayerIdList contains all nuh layer 
id values present in the bitstream under test, a non 
nested buffering period SEI message is selected. 

0055. Otherwise, a buffering period SEI message 
included in the scalable nesting SEI message with bit 
stream Subset flag equal to 1 and applicable to Targe 
tOp is selected. 
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0056. Otherwise, a buffering period SEI message 
included in the bitstream partition nesting SEI message 
applicable to the bitstream partition under test is 
selected. 

0057 6. For each access unit in BitstreamToDecode start 
ing from access unit 0, a buffering period SEI message 
(present in BitstreamToDecode or available through external 
means) that is associated with the access unit and applies to 
TargetOp is selected, a picture timing SEI message (present in 
BitstreamToDecode or available through external means not 
specified) that is associated with the access unit and applies to 
TargetOp is selected, and when SubPichirdFlag is equal to 1 
and Sub pic cpb params in pic timiflg Sei flag is equal to 
0, decoding unit information SEI messages (present in Bit 
streamToDecode or available through external means not 
specified) that are associated with decoding units in the 
access unit and apply to TargetOp are selected as follows. 
0058 If bitstream-specific CPB operation is tested, the 
following applies: If TargetDecayerIdList contains all nuh 
layer id values present in the bitstream under test, non-nested 
buffering period, picture timing and decoding unit informa 
tion SEI messages are selected. 
0059) Otherwise, buffering period, picture timing and 
decoding unit information SEI messages included in the Scal 
able nesting SEI message with bitstream Subset flag equal to 
1 and applicable to TargetOP are selected. 
0060. Otherwise, buffering period. picture timing and 
decoding unit information SE messages included in the bit 
stream partition nesting SEI message applicable to the bit 
stream partition under test are selected. 
0061 7. A value of SchedSelIdx is selected as follows. 
0062) If bitstream-specific CPB operation is tested, the 
selected SchedSelIdx shall be in the range of 0 to cpb cnt 
minus 1 HighestTid, inclusive, where cpb cnt minus 1 
HighestTid is found in the Sub layer hird parameters 
(HighestTid) syntax structure as selected above. 

0063. Otherwise, a SchedSelCombidx is selected for 
the bitstream under test and used for each bitstream 
partition under test. The selected SchedSelCombdx 
shall be in the range of 0 to num bsp. sched combina 
tions minus 1, incluisive. The selected SchedSelIdx 
shall be equal to bsp comb sched idxSchedSelCom 
bIdx of the bitstream partition HRD message appli 
cable to TargetOp where j is the index of the bitstream 
partition under test. 

0064. When the coded picture in access unit 0 has nal 
unit type equal to CRA NUT or BLA W LP, and irap cpb 
params present flag in the selected buffering period SEI 
message is equal to 1, either of the following applies for 
selection of the initial CPB removal delay and delay offset: 
0065. If NalHrdModeFlag is equal to 1, the default initial 
CPB removal delay and delay offset represented by nal 
initial cpb removal delaySchedSelIdx and nal initial 
cpb removal offset SchedSelIdx), respectively, in the 
selected buffering period SEI message are selected. Other 
wise, the default initial CPB removal delay and delay offset 
represented by Vcl initial cpb removal delaySched 
Selldx and Vcl initial cpb removal offset SchedSelIdx. 
respectively, in the selected buffering period SEI message are 
selected. The variable DefaultinitCpbParamsFlag is set equal 
to 1. 
0066. If NallrdModeFlag is equal to 1, the alternative 
initial CPB removal delay and delay offset represented by 
nal initial alt cpb removal delay SchedSelIdx and nal 
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initial alt cpb removal offset SchedSelldx), respectively, 
in the selected buffering period SET message are selected. 
Otherwise, the alternative initial CPB removal delay and 
delay offset represented by Vcl initial alt cpb removal de 
laySchedSelIdx and Vcl initial alt cpb removal offset 
SchedSelIdx), respectively, in the selected buffering period 
SEI message are selected. The variable DefaultInitCpb 
ParamsFlag is set equal to 0, and the RASL access units 
associated with access unit 0 are discarded from Bitstream 
ToDecode and the remaining bitstream is assigned to Bit 
streamToDecode. 
0067 9. For bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation. 
SubPichirdFlag is set equal to 1. Forbitstream-specific CPB 
operation. When Sub pic hird params present flag in the 
selected hird parameters() syntax structure is equal to 1, the 
CPB is scheduled to operate either at the access unit level (in 
which case the variable SubPichirdFlag is set equal to 0) or at 
the sub-picture level (in which case the variable SubPichird 
Flag is set equal to 1). 
For each operation point under test, the number of bitstream 
conformance tests forbitstream-specific CPB operation to be 
performed is equal to n0*n 1*(n2*2+n3)*n4, where the values 
of n0, n1, m2, n3, and na are specified as follows: 
0068 n() is derived as follows: 

0069. If BitstreamToDecode is a Type I bitstream, n() is 
equal to 1. 

(0070. Otherwise (BitstreamToDecode is a Type II bit 
stream), n0 is equal to 2. 

0071 n1 is equal to cpb cnt minus 1 HighestTid+1. 
0072 n2 is the number of access units in BitstreamToDe 
code that each is associated with a buffering period SEI mes 
sage applicable to TargetOp and for each of which both of the 
following conditions are true: 
0073 nal unit type is equal to CRA NUT or BLA W 
LP for the VCL NAL units: 
0074 The associated buffering period SEI message appli 
cable to TargetOp has irap cpb params present flag equal 
to 1. 

0075 n3 is the number of access units in BitstreamToDe 
code that each is associated with a buffering period SEI mes 
sage applicable to TargetOp and for each of which one or both 
of the following conditions are true: 
0076 nal unit type is equal to neither CRA NUT nor 
BLAW LP for the VCL NAL units: 
0077. The associated buffering period SEI message appli 
cable to TargetOp has irap cpb params present flag equal 
to 0. 
0078 If sub pic hird params present flag in the selected 

hird parameters() syntax structure is equal to 0, na is equal to 
1; 
0079. Otherwise, n4 is equal to 2. 
When BitstreamToDecode is a Type II bitstream, the follow 
ing applies: 
0080. If the sub layer hird parameters(HighestTid) syn 
tax structure that immediately follows the condition “if (vcl 
hird parameters present flag) is selected, the test is con 
ducted at the Type I conformance point shown in FIG. 7, and 
only VCL and filler data NAL units are counted for the input 
bit rate and CPB storage. 
0081. Otherwise, (the sub layer hird parameters(High 
estTid) syntax structure that immediately follows the condi 
tion “if (nal hird parameters present flag) is selected, the 
test is conducted at the Type II conformance point shown in 
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FIG. 7, and all bytes of the Type II bitstream, which may be a 
NAL unit stream orabyte stream, are counted for the input bit 
rate and CPB storage. 
I0082 NAL HRD parameters established by a value of 
SchedSelIdx for the Type II conformance point shown in FIG. 
7 are sufficient to also establish VCL HRD conformance for 
the Type I conformance point shown in FIG. 7 for the same 
values of InitCpbRemovalDelaySchedSelIdx), BitRate 
SchedSelldx and CpbSize SchedSelldx for the VBR case 
(cbr flagSchedSelIdx equal to 0). This is because the data 
flow into the Type I conformance point is a subset of the data 
flow into the Type II conformance point and because, for the 
VBR case, the CPB is allowed to become empty and stay 
empty until the time a next picture is scheduled to begin to 
arrive. For example, when decoding a CVS conforming to one 
or more of the profiles using a decoding process, when NAL 
HRD parameters are provided for the Type II conformance 
point that not only fall within the bounds set for NAL HRD 
parameters for profile conformance but also fall within the 
bounds set for VCL HRD parameters for profile conform 
ance, conformance of the VCL HRD for the Type I conform 
ance point is also assured to fall within specified bounds. 
0.083 All VPSs, SPSs and PPSs referred to in the VCL 
NAL units, and the corresponding buffering period, picture 
timing and decoding unit information SET messages shall be 
conveyed to the HRD, in a timely manner, either in the bit 
stream (by non-VCL NAL units), or by other means. 
I0084. The specification for “presence” of non-VCL NAL 
units that contain VPSs, SPSS, PPSs, buffering period SET 
messages, picture timing SET messages, or decoding unit 
information SEI messages is also satisfied when those NAL 
units (or just some of them) are conveyed to decoders (or to 
the HRD) by other means. For the purpose of counting bits, 
only the appropriate bits that are actually present in the bit 
stream are counted. 

I0085. As an example, synchronization of such a non-VCL 
NAL unit, conveyed by means other than presence in the 
bitstream, with the NAL units that are present in the bit 
stream, are able to be achieved by indicating two points in the 
bitstream, between which the non-VCLNAL unit would have 
been present in the bitstream, had the encoder decided to 
convey it in the bitstream. 
0086. When the content of such a non-VCL NAL unit is 
conveyed for the application by Some means other than pres 
ence within the bitstream, the representation of the content of 
the non-VCL NAL unit is not required to use the same syntax 
as specified. 
0087. When HRD information is contained within the bit 
stream, it is possible to verify the conformance of a bitstream 
to the requirements of this clause based solely on information 
contained in the bitstream. When the HRD information is not 
present in the bitstream, as is the case for all “stand-alone” 
Type I bitstreams, conformance is verified when the HRD 
data are Supplied by Some other means. 
I0088. For bitstream-specific CPB operation, The HRD 
contains a coded picture buffer (CPB), an instantaneous 
decoding process, a decoded picture buffer (DPB), and output 
cropping as shown in FIG. 8. 
I0089 Forbitstream-partition-specific CPB operation. the 
HRD contains a bitstream demuiltiplexer (optionally 
present), two or more bitstream partition buffers (BPB), two 
or more instantaneous decoding processes, a decoded picture 
buffer (DPB), and output cropping as shown in FIG. 9. 
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0090. For each bitstream conformance test, the CPB size 
(number of bits) forbitstream-specific CPB operation and tile 
BPB size for bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation is 
CpbSizeSchedSelIdx), where SchedSelldx and the HRD 
parameters are specified above in this clause. The DPB size 
(number of picture storage buffers) is sps max dec pic 
buffering minus 1 HighestTid+1. 
0091. The variable SubPicHrdPreferredFlag is either 
specified by external means, or when not specified by external 
means, set equal to 0. 
0092. When the value of the variable SubPicHrdFlag has 
not been set by step 9 above in this clause, it is derived as 
follows: 
0093 SubPicHrdFlag-SubPicHrdPreferredFlag &&. 
Sub pic hird params present flag 
0094. If SubPicHrdFlag is equal to 0, the HRD operates at 
access unit level and each decoding unit is an access unit. 
Otherwise the HRD operates at sub-picture level and each 
decoding unit is a Subset of an access unit. 
0095. If the HRD operates at access unit level, each time a 
decoding unit that is an entire access unit is removed from the 
CPB. Otherwise (the HRD operates at sub-picture level), each 
time a decoding unit that is a Subset of an access unit is 
removed from the CPB. In both cases, each time an entire 
decoded picture is output from the DPB, though the picture 
output time is derived based on the differently derived CPB 
removal times and the differently signaled DPB output 
delays. 
The following is specified for expressing the constraints in 
this annex: 

0096. Each access unit is referred to as access unit n, 
where the number n identifies the particular access unit. 
Access unit 0 is selected per step 4 above. The value of n is 
incremented by 1 for each Subsequent access unit in decoding 
order. 

0097. Each decoding unit is referred to as decoding unit m, 
where the number m identifies the particular decoding unit. 
The first decoding unit in decoding order in access unit 0 is 
referred to as decoding unit 0. The value of m is incremented 
by 1 for each Subsequent decoding unit in decoding order. 
0098. The numbering of decoding units is relative to the 

first decoding unit in access unit 0. 
0099 Picture in refers to the coded picture or the decoded 
picture of access unit n. The HRD operates as follows: 
0100. The HRD is initialized at decoding unit 0, with the 
both the CPB and the DPB and each BPB being set to be 
empty (the DPB fullness is set equal to 0). 
0101. After initialization, the HRD is not initialized again 
by Subsequent buffering period SET messages. 
0102 For bitstream-specific CPB operation, data associ 
ated with decoding units that flow into the CPB according to 
a specified arrival schedule are delivered by the HSS. For 
bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation, data associated 
with decoding units that flow into the BPB according to a 
specified arrival schedule are delivered by an HBPS. 
0103) When bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation is 
used, each bitstream partition with index j is processed with 
SchedSelIdx equal to bsp comb sched idxSchedSelCom 
bIdx of the bitstream partition HRD message applicable to 
TargetOp and the HSS replaced by the HPBS. 
0104. The data associated with each decoding unit is 
removed and decoded instantaneously by the instantaneous 
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decoding process at the CPB removal time of the decoding 
unit. 

0105. Each decoded picture is placed in the DPB. 
0106. A decoded picture is removed from the DPB when it 
becomes no longer needed for interprediction reference and 
no longer needed for output. 
0107 HSS, HBPS and HRD information concerning the 
number of enumerated delivery schedules and their associ 
ated bit rates and buffer sizes is specified in clauses. The HRD 
is initialized as specified by the buffering period SET mes 
sage. The removal timing of decoding units from the CPB and 
output timing of decoded pictures from the DPB is specified 
using information in picture timing SET messages or in 
decoding unit information SET messages. All timing infor 
mation relating to a specific decoding unit shall arrive prior to 
the CPB removal time of the decoding unit. 
0108. The requirements for bitstream conformance are 
specified, and the HRD is used to check conformance of 
bitstreams as specified above in this clause and to check 
conformance of decoders as specified. 
0109 While conformance is guaranteed under the 
assumption that all picture-rates and clocks used to generate 
the bitstream match exactly the values signaled in the bit 
stream, in a real system each of these may vary from the 
signaled or specified value. 
0110 All the arithmetic described herein is performed 
with real values, so that no rounding errors propagate. For 
example, the number of bits in a CPB just prior to or after 
removal of a decoding unit is not necessarily an integer. 
The variable ClockTick is derived as follows and is called a 
clock tick: 

0111 
Scale 

The variable ClockSubTick is derived as follows and is called 
a clock Sub-tick: 

0112 ClockSubTick—ClockTick--(tick divisor mi 
nus2+2) 

Operation of coded picture buffer (CPB) and Bitstream Par 
tition Buffer (BPB) 
0113. The specifications in this clause apply indepen 
dently to each set of CPB parameters that is present and to 
both the Type I and Type II conformance points shown in FIG. 
7, and the set of CPB parameters is selected as specified. 

ClockTick Vui num units in tick-i-Vui time 

Timing of Decoding Unit Arrival 

0114. If SubPichirdFlag is equal to 0, the variable subPic 
ParamsFlag is set equal to 0, and the process specified in the 
remainder of this clause is invoked with a decoding unit being 
considered as an access unit, for derivation of the initial and 
final CPB arrival times for access unit n. 

0115 Otherwise (SubPicHrdFlag is equal to 1), the pro 
cess specified in the remainder of this clause is first invoked 
with the variable subPicParamsFlag set equal to 0 and a 
decoding unit being considered as an access unit, for deriva 
tion of the initial and final CPB arrival times for access unit n, 
and then invoked with subPicParamsFlag set equal to 1 and a 
decoding unit being considered as a Subset of an access unit, 
for derivation of the initial and final CPB arrival times for the 
decoding units in access unit n. 
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0116 
and 
InitCpbRemovalDelayOffset SchedSelIdx are derived as 
follows: 
0117 If one or more of the following conditions are true, 
InitCpbRemovalDelay SchedSelIdx and InitCpbRemov 
alDelayOffset SchedSelIdx are set equal to the values of the 
buffering period SET message syntax elements nal initial 
alt cpb removal delaySchedSelIdX and nal initial alt 
cpb removal offset SchedSelIdx), respectively, when Nal 
HrdModeFlag is equal to 1, or Vcl initial alt cpb removal 
delay SchedSelIdx and Vcl initial alt cpb removal offset 
SchedSelIdx), respectively, when NalHrdModeFlag is equal 
to 0, where the buffering period SET message syntax ele 
ments are selected as specified: 
0118. Access unit 0 is a BLA access unit for which each 
coded picture has nal unit type equal to BLA W RADL or 
BLA. N. LP, and the value of irap cpb params present flag 
of the buffering period SET message is equal to 1. 
0119. Access unit 0 is a BLA access unit for which the 
coded picture has nal unit type equal to BLA W LP or is a 
CRA access unit, and the value of irap cpb params present 
flag of the buffering period SEI message is equal to 1, and one 
or more of the following conditions are true: 
0120 UseAltCpbParamsFlag for access unit 0 is equal to 
1. 
0121 DefaultInitCpbParamsFlag is equal to 0. 
The value of subPicParamsFlag is equal to 1. 
0122. Otherwise, InitCpbRemovalDelaySchedSelldx 
and InitCpbRemovalDelayOffset SchedSelIdx are set equal 
to the values of the buffering period SEI message syntax 
elements nal initial cpb removal delaySchedSelIdx and 
nal initial cpb removal offset SchedSelIdx), respectively, 
when NalHrdModeFlag is equal to 1, or vcl initial cpb 
removal delaySchedSelIdx and Vcl initial cpb removal 
offset SchedSelIdx), respectively, when NalHrdModeFlag is 
equal to 0, where the buffering period SEI message syntax 
elements are selected as specified. 
0123 Variables BspSynclflagbspIdxm), BspSynch3 
spIdxbspIdxm and BspSyncluIdxbspIdxm are 
derived for bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation for 
bitstream partitions with index bspIdx greater than 0 as fol 
lows: 
0.124. If du based bpb sync flagSchedSelCombdx of 
the bitstream partition HRD message applicable to TargetOp 
is equal to 1, the following applies 
0.125 If the DU preceding, in decoding order within tile 
bitstream, tile m-th DU of bitstream partition with index 
bspIdx belongs to to a bitstream partition with all index pre 
VBspIdx less than bspIdx, BspSynclagbspIdxm is set 
equal to 1. BspSynch3spIdXbspIdxm is set equal to 1, 
BspSync DuldxbspIdxm is set equal to tile decoding unit 
index of thee preceding DU within bitstream partition with 
index prevBspIdx. 
0126. Otherwise, BspSynclflagbspIdxm is set equal to 
O. 
0127. Otherwise, du based bpb sync flag SchedSel 
CombIdx of the bitstream partition HRD message applicable 
to TargetOP is equal to 0), the following applies: 
0128. If the DU is the first DU, in decoding order, of a 
picture and any picture in the inter-layer reference picture set 
has a nuh layer id value that belongs to a bitstream partition 
with a smaller index thanbspIdx, BspSynclflagbspIdxm is 
set equal to 1, BspSynchspIdxbspIdxm is the greatest 

The variables InitCpbRemovalDelay SchedSelldx 
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bitstream partition index refEspIdx smaller than bspIdx asso 
ciated with the nuh layer id value reflayerId of any picture 
in the inter-layer reference picture set, and BspSyncluIdx 
IbspIdxm is set equal to the decoding unit index (within the 
bitstream partition with index refEspIdx) of the last decoding 
unit of the picture with nuh layer id equal to reflayerId in 
the same access unit as tile m-th DU of bitstream partition 
with index bspIdx. 
I0129. Otherwise, BspSynclflagbspIdxm is set equal to 
O 

The time at which the first bit of decoding unit m begins to 
enter the CPB is referred to as the initial arrival time initAr 
rivalTimem. 
0.130. If bitstream-specific CPB operation is used, decod 
ing units are indexed in decoding order within the bitstream. 
Otherwise (bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation is 
used), decoding units are indexed in decoding order with each 
bitstream partition, and thus a decoding unit may be identified 
with the pair of the bitstream partition index bspIdx and the 
decoding unit index m within the bitstream partition. 
The initial arrival time of decoding unit m is derived as 
follows: 
I0131) If the decoding unit is decoding unit 0 (e.g., m=0) 
and either bitstream-specific CPB operation is used or the 
decoding unit belongs to the base bitstream partition, initAr 
rivalTimeO=0. 
0.132. Otherwise, if the decoding unit is decoding unit 0. 
bitstream-partition-specific CPB operation is used, the 
decoding unit does not belong to the base bitstream partition 
and cbr flagSchedSelIdx is equal to 1, the following 
applies: 
0.133 initArrivalTime O is obtained from the bitstream 
partition initial arrival tune SEI message applicable to Targe 
tOp. 
I0134. Otherwise, the following applies: 

0.135 The variable bspSynclflag is derived as follows: 
0.136. If bitstream-specific CPB operation is used or the 
decoding unit belongs to the base bitstream partition or 
BspSynclflagbspIdxm is equal to 0. bspSynclflag is 
set equal to 0. 

0.137 Otherwise, bspSynclflag is set equal to 1. 
0.138 If cbr flag SchedSelIdx is equal to 1, the initial 
arrival time for decoding unit m is equal to the final arrival 
time (which is derived below) of decoding unit m-1, e.g., 
I0139 if (subPicParamsFlag) 

0140 initArrivalTime m=AuFinalArrivalTime m-1 
0141 else 

0.142 initArrivalTime m=DuFinalArrivalTime m-1 
0143. WhenbspSynclag is equal to 1, it is a requirement 
of bitstream conformance that initArrivalTime m 1 is greater 
than or equal to the final arrival time of the decoding unit with 
index BspSyncluIdxbspIdx m in the bitstream partition 
with index BspSyncBspIdx1bspIdx m. 
0144 Otherwise (cbr flag SchedSelIdx is equal to 0), the 
initial arrival time for decoding unit m is derived as follows: 
(0145 if (subPicParamsFlag) 

0146 initArrivalTime m=Max(AuFinalArrivalTime 
m-1, initArrivalEarliestTime m) 

0147 else 
0148 initArrivalTimem=Max(DuFinalArrivalTime 
m-1, initArrivalEarliestTimem, reffinal Arrival 
Time) 
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0149 where initArrivalEariestTime m is derived as fol 
lows: 
0150. The variable timpNominalRemovalTime is derived 
as follows: 

0151 if (subPicParamsFlag) 
0152 tmpNominalRemovalTime=Au NominalRe 
movalTimem 

O153 else 
0154 tmpNominalRemovalTime= DuNominalRe 
movalTimem 

where AuNominalRemovalTimemi and DuNominalRe 
movalTime mare the nominal CPB removal time of access 
unit m and decoding unit m, respectively, as specified. 
0155 If decoding unit m is not the first decoding unit of a 
subsequent buffering period, initArrivalEarliest Time m is 
derived as follows: 

initArrivalEarliest Timem=tmpNominalRemoval 
Time-(InitCpbRemoval Delay SchedSelIdx+ 
InitCpbRemovalDelayOffset SchedSelIdx) 
--90OOO 

0156. Otherwise (decoding unit m is the first decoding unit 
of a subsequent buffering period), initArrivalEarliestTime 
m is derived as follows: 

initArrivalEarliest Timem=tmpNominalRemoval 
Time-(InitCpbRemoval Delay SchedSelIdx 
+90000) 

and where reffinalArrivalTime is the final arrival time of the 
decoding unit with index BspSyncDuIdxbspIdxm in the 
bitstream partition with index BspSyncBspIdxbspIdxm. 
0157. The final arrival time for decoding unit m is derived 
as follows: 
0158 if (subPicParamsFlag) 

AuFinalArrivalTimem=initArrivalTime m+size.In 
bitsm--BitRateSchedSelIdx 

0159 else 
0160. DuFinalArrivaltimem—initArrivalTime m+ 
sizenbitsm--BitRateSchedSelIdx where size.Inbitsm is 
the size in bits of decoding unit m, counting the bits of the 
VCL NAL units and the filler data NAL units for the Type I 
conformance point or all bits of the Type II bitstream for the 
Type II conformance point, where the Type I and Type II 
conformance points are as shown in FIG. 7. 
(0161 The values of SchedSelIdx, BitRateSchedSelIdx. 
and CpbSize SchedSelldx are constrained as follows: 
0162. If the content of the selected hird parameters() syn 
tax structures for the access unit containing decoding unit m 
and the previous access unit differ, the HSS selects a value 
SchedSelIdx1 of SchedSelIdx from among the values of 
SchedSelIdx provided in the selected hird parameters() syn 
tax structures for the access unit containing decoding unit m 
that results in a BitRateSchedSelIdx1 or CpbSizeSched 
Selldx1 for the access unit containing decoding unit m. The 
value of BitRateSchedSelldx1 or CpbSizeSchedSelIdx1 
may differ from the value of BitRateSchedSelldx0 or Cpb 
Size SchedSelIdx0 for the value SchedSelIdx0 of Sched 
Selldx that was in use for the previous access unit. 
0163. Otherwise, the HSS continues to operate with the 
previous values of SchedSelIdx, BitRateSchedSelIdx and 
CpbSizeSchedSelIdx. 
(0164. When the HSS selects values of BitRateSched 
Selldx or CpbSize SchedSelldx that differ from those of the 
previous access unit, the following applies: 
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(0165. The variable BitRateSchedSelIdx comes into 
effect at the initial CPB arrival time of the current access unit. 
(0166 The variable CpbSize|SchedSelldx comes into 
effect as follows: 

(0167. If the new value of CpbSize SchedSelIdx is 
greater than the old CPB size, it comes into effect at the 
initial CPB arrival time of the current access unit. 

(0168 Otherwise, the new value of CpbSize Sched 
Selldx comes into effect at the CPB removal time of the 
current access unit. 

Scalable Nesting SEI Message Semantics 
0169. The scalable nesting SEI message provides a 
mechanism to associate SEI messages with bitstream Subsets 
corresponding to various operation points or with specific 
layers or Sub-layers. 
0170 A scalable nesting SEI message contains one or 
more SEI messages. 
bitstream subset flag equal to 0 specifies that the SEI mes 
sages contained in the Scalable nesting SEI message apply to 
specific layers or sub-layers. bitstream Subset flag equal to 1 
specifies that the SEI messages contained in the Scalable 
nesting SEI message apply to one or more Sub-bitstreams 
resulting from a Sub-bitstream extraction process with inputs 
based on the syntax elements of the scalable nesting SEI 
message as specified below. 
0171 When a buffering period SEI message, a picture 
timing SEI message, or a decoding unit information SEI 
message is contained in the scalable nesting SEI message 
with bitstream Subset flag equal to 0, they apply to the bit 
stream partition including layers included in the list nest 
ingLayerIdListi as derived herein. 
Table 10 shows VPSVUI syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps Vui () { 

num bitstream partitions minus1 ue(v) 
if(num bitstream partitions minus 1) 

wps Vuibsp. hird() 

num bitstream partitions minus 1 equal to 0 specifies no bit 
stream-partition-specific HRD parameters are present. num 
bitstream partitions minus 1 plus 1 specifies the number of 
bitstream partitions for which HRD parameters are specified 
in the bitstream. 
Table 11 shows another VPSVUI syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps Vui () { 

wps Vuibsp. hird present flag u(1) 
if(vps Vuibsp. hird present flag) 

wps Vuibsp. hird() 
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Vps Vui bsp. hird present flag equal to 0 specifies that no 
bitstream-partition-specific HRD parameters are present. 
Vps Vui bsp. hird present flag equal to 1 specifies that bit 
stream-specific HRD parameters are present. 
Table 12 shows Vps Vui bsp. hird syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps Vui bsp. hird() { 
wps num bsp. hird parameters minus1 ue(v) 
for(i=0; iss=wpS num bsp. hird parameters minus1; i++) { 

ifi > 0) 
bsp cprms present flagi u(1) 

hird parameters (bsp cpirms present flagi, 
wps max Sub layers minus1) 

for(h=1:hs=wpS num layer sets minus 1; h++) { 
num bitstream partitionsh ue(v) 
for(i=0; is-num bitstream partitionsh; i++) { 

for(=0;<=vps max layers minus 1; ++) 
if(layer id included flagh 

layer in bsp. flaghi u(1) 

ifnum bitstream partitionsh]) { 
num bsp. sched combinationsh ue(v) 
for(i=0; is=num bsp. sched combinationsh; i++) 
{ 

du based bpb sync flaghi u(1) 
for(=0;<=num bitstream partitionsh;++) 
{ 

bsp comb hird idxhi ue(v) 
bsp comb sched idxhi ue(v) 

Vps num bsp. hird parameters minus 1 plus 1 specifies the 
number of hird parameters() syntax structures present within 
the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax structure. 
bsp cprms present flagi equal to 1 specifies that the HRD 
parameters that are common for all Sub-layers are present in 
the i-th hird parameters( ) syntax structure in the Vps Vui 
bsp. hird() syntax structure.bsp cprms present flagi equal 
to 0 specifies that the HRD parameters that are common for all 
Sub-layers are not present in the i-th hird parameters() syntax 
structure in the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax structure and are 
derived to be the same as the (i-1)-th hird parameters( ) 
Syntax structure in the in the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax struc 
ture. bsp cprms present flag O is inferred to be equal to 1. 
num bitstream partitionsh specifies the number of bit 
stream partitions for which HRD parameters are specified for 
the layer set with index h. 
layer in bsp. flaghi specifies that the layer with index 
is a part of bitstream partition with index i within a layer set 
with index h. The bitstream partition with index j shall not 
include direct or indirect reference layers of any layers in 
bitstream partition i for any values of i and in the range of 0 
to num bitstream partitionsh-1, inclusive. Such that i is 
less than j. num bsp. sched combinations h specifies the 
number of combinations of delivery schedules and hird par 
ameters() specified for bitstream partitions for layer set with 
index h. du based bpb sync flaghi affects the CPB 
operation when the i-th combination of delivery schedules 
and hird parameters() is used. 
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bsp comb hird idxhi specifies the index ofhrd param 
eters() within the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax structure used in 
the i-th combination. 

bsp comb sched idxhi specifies the index of delivery 
schedule within the hird parameters() syntax structure with 
the index bsp comb hird idxhi that is used in the i-th 
combination. 

Table 13 shows another Vps Vui bsp. hird syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

vps Vui bsp. hird() { 
wps numbsp. hird parameters minus1 ue(v) 
for(i=0; iss=wpS num bsp. hird parameters minus1; i++) { 

ifi > 0) 
bsp cpirms present flagi u(1) 

hird parameters(bsp cpirms present flagi, 
wps max Sub layers minus 1) 

for(h=0; his =wpS max layers sets minus 1; h++) { 
for(i=0; iss=num bitstream partitions minus1; i++) { 

for(=0;<=vps max layers minus 1; ++) 
bsp idx to bsp layer idxhi u(v) 

for(h=1:hs=wpS num layer sets minus 1; h++) { 
num bsp. sched combinationsh ue(v) 
for(i=0; i-num bsp. sched combinationsh; i++) { 

du based bpb Sync flaghi u(1) 
for(=0; j<=num bitstream partitions minus1: 
j++) { 

bsp comb hird idxhi ue(v) 
bsp comb sched idxhi ue(v) 

Vps num bsp. hird parameters minus 1 plus 1 specifies the 
number of hird parameters() syntax structures present within 
the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax structure. 
bsp cprms present flagi equal to 1 specifies that the HRD 
parameters that are common for all Sub-layers are present in 
the i-th hird parameters( ) syntax structure in the Vps Vui 
bsp. hird() syntax structure.bsp cprms present flagi equal 
to 0 specifies that the HRD parameters that are common for all 
Sub-layers are not present in the i-th hird parameters() syntax 
structure in the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax structure and are 
derived to be the same as the (i-1)-th hird parameters( ) 
Syntax structure in the in the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax struc 
ture. 

bsp cprms present flag O is inferred to be equal to 1. 
bsp. idx to bsp layer idx hit specifies that the layer 
with indexj is a part of bitstream partition with index i within 
a layer set with index h. 
num bsp. sched combinations h specifies the number of 
combinations of delivery schedules and hird parameters( ) 
specified for bitstream partitions for layer set with index h. 
du based bpb sync flaghi affects the CPB operation 
when the i-th combination of delivery schedules and hird 
parameters() is used. 
bsp comb hird idxhi specifies the index ofhrd param 
eters() within the Vps Vui bsp. hird() syntax structure used in 
the i-th combination. 
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bsp comb Sched idxhi specifies the index of delivery 
schedule within the hird parameters() syntax structure with 
the index bsp comb hird idxhi that is used in the i-th 
combination. 
Table 14 shows bitstream partition HRD SEI message syntax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

bsp. hird (payloadSize) { 
num bitstream partitions minus1 ue(v) 
for(i=0; iss=num bitstream partitions minus1; i++) { 

for(=0;<=vps max layers minus 1 ++) 
if layer id included flagnesting op idxO) 
{ 

layer in bsp. flagi u(1) 

num bsp. hird paramters minus1 ue(v) 
for(i=0; iss=num bsp. hird parameters minus 1; i++) { 

if (i>O) 
bsp cprms present flagi u(1) 

hird parameters (bsp cpirms present flagi, 
nesting max temporal id plus O - 1) 

num bsp. sched combinations minus1 ue(v) 
for(i=0; is==numb bsp. sched combinations minus 1: 
i++) { 

du based bpb Sync flagi u(1) 
for(j=0; j<==num bitstream partitions minus1: j++) { 

bsp comb hird idxi ue(v) 
bsp comb sched idxi ue(v) 
} 

Bitstream Partition HRD SEI Message Semantics 
0172. The bitstream partition HRD SEI message specifies 
HRD parameters for bitstream-partition-specific CPB opera 
tion. 
0173 When present, this SEI message shall be contained 
within a scalable nesting SEI message in an initial IRAP 
access unit. When this SEI message is contained in a scalable 
nesting SEI message, it shall be the only nested SEI message. 
In the scalable nesting SEI message containing this SEI mes 
sage, bitstream Subset flag shall be equal to 1, nesting op 
flag is equal to 1, default op flag shall be equal to 0 and 
nesting num ops minus 1 shall be equal to 0. 
0.174. The message applies to the layer set specified by the 

list nestingLayerIDListIO. num bitstream partitions mi 
nus 1 plus 1 specifies tile number of bitstream partitions for 
which HRD parameters are specified. 
layer in bsp. flagi specifies that the layer with index j is 
a part of the bitstream partition with index i. 
0175 Forbitstream conformance, the bitstream partition 
with index j shall not include direct or indirect reference 
layers of any layers in bitstream partition i for any values ofi 
and in the range of 0 to num bitstream partitions minus1, 
inclusive, such that i is less than j. 
num bsp. hird parameters minus 1 plus 1 specifies the num 
ber of hird parameters() syntax structures present within the 
SEI message. 
bsp cprms present flagi equal to 1 specifies that the HRD 
parameters that are common for all Sub-layers are present in 
the i-th hird paramneters() syntax structure in the SEI mes 
sage. bsp cprms present flagi equal to 0 specifies that the 
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HRD parameters that are common for all sub-layers are not 
present in the i-th hird paramneters() syntax structure in the 
SEI message and are derived to be the same as the (i-1)-th 
hird parameters() syntax structure in the SEI message. bsp 
cprms present flag O is inferred to be equal to 1. 
num bsp. sched combinations minus 1 specifies the number 
of combinations of delivery schedules and hird parameters() 
specified for bitstream partitions. 
du based bpb sync flagi affects the CPB operation when 
the i-th combination of delivery schedules and hird param 
eters() is used. 
bsp comb hird idxi specifies the index of hird param 
eters() within the SEI message used in the i-th combination. 
bsp comb sched idxi specifies the index of delivery 
schedule within the hird parameters() syntax structure with 
the index bsp comb hird idxi that is used in the i-th 
combination. 

Table 15 shows bitstream partition nesting SEI message syn 
tax. 

De 
Scrip 
tor 

bsp. nesting(payloadSize) { 
bsp. idx ue(v) 
while(byte aligned()) 

bsp. nesting Zero bit f*equal to O*/ u(1) 
do 

sei message() 
while(more rbsp data ()) 

Tile bitstream partition nesting SEI message provides a 
mechanism to associate SEI message with a bitstream parti 
tion of a layer set. 
When present this SEI message shall be contained within a 
scalable nesting SEI message. When this SEI message is 
contained in a scalable nesting SEI message, it shall be the 
only nested SEI message. In the scalable nesting SEI message 
containing this SEI message bitstream Subset flag shall be 
equal to 1, nesting op flag is equal to 1, default op flag shall 
be equal to 0 and nesting num ops minus 1 shall be equal to 
O. 

The associated bitstream partition HRD message for the bit 
stream partition nesting SEI message is the preceding bit 
stream partition HRD message, in decoding order, that is 
nested in a scalable nesting SEI message with the same value 
of nesting op idxO as that for the Scalable nesting SEI 
message containing the bitstream partition nesting SEI mes 
sage. It is a requirement of bitstream conformance that when 
bitstream partition nesting SEI message is present, it shall 
have an associated bitstream partition HRD message within 
the same coded video sequence. A bitstream partition nesting 
SEI message contains one or more SEI messages. bsp. idx 
specifies the bitstream partition index among the bitstream 
partitions specified in the associated bitstream partition HRD 
message. This SEI message applies to the bitstream partition 
with index bsp. idx. 
Table 16 shows bitstream partition initial arrival time SEI 
message Syntax. 
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De 
Scrip 
tor 

bsp initial arrival time(payloadSize) { 
if NalHrdBpPresentFlag) 

for(i=0; i-SchedCombCnt; i++) 
nal initial arrival delayi u(v) 

else 
for(i=0; i-SchedCombCnt; i++) 

vcl initial arrival delayi u(v) 

The bitstream partition initial arrival time SEI message speci 
fies the initial arrival delays to be used in the bitstream 
partition-specific CPB operation. 
When present, the SEI message shall be contained within 
bitstream partition nesting SEI message that is contained in a 
Scalable nesting SEI message. The same bitstream partition 
SEI message shall also contain a picture buffering SEI mes 
Sage. 
nal initial arrival delayi specifies the initial BPB arrival 
delays for the i-th schedule combination of the bitstream 
partition to which this SEI message applies, when NAL HRD 
parameters are in use. 
vcl initial arrival delayi specifies the initial BPB arrival 
delays for the i-th schedule combination of the bitstream 
partition to which the SEI message applies, when VCL HRD 
parameters are in use. 

Demultiplexing Process for Deriving a Bitstream Partition 
0176 Inputs to the process are a bitstream, a layer identi 

fier list bsplayerIdidx), and the number of layer identifiers 
numBspLayerId in the layer index list bspLayerIdidx. 
Output of the process is a bitstream partition. 
Let variable minBsplayerId be the smallest value ofbsplay 
erIdidx with any value of idx in the range of 0 to numEB 
spLayerId-1, inclusive. 
The output bitstream partition includes selected NAL units of 
the input bitstream in the same order as they appear in the 
input bitstream. The following NAL units of the input bit 
stream are omitted from the output bitstream partition, while 
the remaining NAL units of the input bitstream are included 
in the output bitstream partition: 
0177. Omit all NAL units that have a nuh layer id value 
other than bsplayerIdidx with any value of idx in the range 
of 0 to numBspLayerId-1, inclusive. 
0.178 Omit all SEINAL units containing a scalable nest 
ing SEI message for which no derived nesting LayerIdListi 
contains any layer identifier value equal to bspLayerIdidx 
with any value of idx in the range of 0 to numEBsplayerId-1, 
inclusive. 
0179. Omit all SEINAL units containing a scalable nest 
ing SEI message for which a derived nestingLayerIdListi 
contains a layer identifier value less than minBspLayerId. 
0180 FIG. 10 illustrates a flowchart of implementing 
buffer management methods according to some embodi 
ments. In the step 1000, a video is acquired. The video is able 
to be acquired in any manner Such as being captured using a 
digital camcorder, downloaded from another device, gener 
ated by a device or any other implementation. In the step 
1002, a bitstream of the video is transmitted including signal 
ing a maximum bit rate, average bit rate and maximum coded 
picture buffer size allocated for each layer in the bitstream. In 
the step 1004, an extension and parameters that are config 
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ured to be defined as whole-sequence level or sub-stream 
level are implemented. In the step 1006, a system buffer is 
managed for each layer independently without having to re 
assemble lower layers. In the step 1008, buffers are managed 
for base and enhancement layers of the video before re 
assembly. In the step 1010, a multilayer decoder is imple 
mented. In the step 1012, buffering period and picture timing 
Supplemental enhancement information messages are associ 
ated with each layer of the video. In the step 1014, a same 
picture timing Supplemental enhancement information mes 
sage for all layers of the video for synchronization of removal 
times within a layer set is utilized, and different buffering 
period Supplemental enhancement information messages are 
utilized for each layer of the video. In some embodiments, 
fewer or additional steps are implemented. 
0181 FIG. 11 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary 
computing device configured to implement the buffer man 
agement methods according to some embodiments. The com 
puting device 1100 is able to be used to acquire, store, com 
pute, process, communicate and/or display information Such 
as images and videos. In general, a hardware structure Suit 
able for implementing the computing device 1100 includes a 
network interface 1102, a memory 1104, a processor 1106, 
I/O device(s) 1108, a bus 1110 and a storage device 1112. The 
choice of processor is not critical as long as a suitable pro 
cessor with sufficient speed is chosen. The memory 1104 is 
able to be any conventional computer memory known in the 
art. The storage device 1112 is able to include a hard drive, 
CDROM, CDRW, DVD, DVDRW, High Definition disc/ 
drive, ultra-HD drive, flash memory card or any other storage 
device. The computing device 1100 is able to include one or 
more network interfaces 1102. An example of a network 
interface includes a network card connected to an Ethernet or 
other type of LAN. The I/O device(s) 1108 are able to include 
one or more of the following: keyboard, mouse, monitor, 
screen, printer, modem, touchscreen, button interface and 
other devices. Buffer management application(s) 1130 used 
to perform the buffer management methods are likely to be 
stored in the storage device 1112 and memory 1104 and 
processed as applications are typically processed. More or 
fewer components shown in FIG.11 are able to be included in 
the computing device 1100. In some embodiments, buffer 
management hardware 1120 is included. Although the com 
puting device 1100 in FIG. 11 includes applications 1130 and 
hardware 1120 for the buffer management methods, the 
buffer management methods are able to be implemented on a 
computing device in hardware, firmware, Software or any 
combination thereof. For example, in Some embodiments, the 
buffer management applications 1130 are programmed in a 
memory and executed using a processor. In another example, 
in some embodiments, the buffer management hardware 
1120 is programmed hardware logic including gates specifi 
cally designed to implement the buffer management methods. 
0182. In some embodiments, the buffer management 
application(s) 1130 include several applications and/or mod 
ules. In some embodiments, modules include one or more 
sub-modules as well. In some embodiments, fewer or addi 
tional modules are able to be included. 

0183 Examples of suitable computing devices include a 
personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer worksta 
tion, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a 
personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a Smart 
appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital cam 
corder, a camera phone, a Smart phone, a portable music 
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player, a tablet computer, a mobile device, a video player, a 
video disc writer/player (e.g., DVD writer/player, high defi 
nition disc writer/player, ultra high definition disc writer/ 
player), a television, a home entertainment system, Smart 
jewelry (e.g., Smart watch) or any other Suitable computing 
device. 

0184. To utilize the buffer management methods, a device 
Such as a digital video camera is used to acquire a video. The 
buffer management methods are automatically implemented 
during or after acquiring a video. The buffer management 
methods are able to be implemented automatically without 
user involvement. 

0185. In operation, the buffer management methods are 
implemented to improve efficiency of processing videos. The 
methods simplify the complexity of STD buffer management 
for HEVC and make is easy to implement HEVC in deployed 
AVC/MPEG-2 networks (as legacy re-multiplexers are able 
to be used for re-purposing HEVC content). The buffers for 
base and enhancement layers are also able to be managed 
independently before re-assembly and this simplifies the STD 
model. Re-assembly is still implemented before decoding an 
enhanced HEVC video stream. 

Some Embodiments of Layer Based HRD Buffer 
Management for Scalable HEVC 

0186 1. A method programmed in a non-transitory 
memory of a device comprising: 

0187. 
0188 b. transmitting a bitstream of the video including 
signaling a maximum bit rate, average bit rate and maxi 
mum coded picture buffer size allocated for each layer in 
the bitstream. 

a. acquiring a video; and 

2. The method of clause 1 further comprising implementing 
an extension and parameters that are configured to be defined 
as whole-sequence level or Sub-stream level. 
3. The method of clause 2 further comprising managing a 
system buffer for each layer independently without having to 
re-assemble lower layers. 
4. The method of clause 1 further comprising managing buff 
ers for base and enhancement layers of the video before 
re-assembly. 
5. The method of clause 1 further comprising implementing a 
multilayer decoder. 
6. The method of clause 1 further comprising associating 
buffering period and picture timing Supplemental enhance 
ment information messages with each layer of the video. 
7. The method of clause 1 further comprising utilizing a same 
picture timing Supplemental enhancement information mes 
sage for all layers of the video for synchronization of removal 
times within a layer set, and utilizing different buffering 
period Supplemental enhancement information messages for 
each layer of the video. 
8. The method of clause 1 wherein the device is selected from 
the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop com 
puter, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe com 
puter, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a 
cellular/mobile telephone, a Smartphone, a Smart appliance, 
a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a 
camera phone, an portable music player, a tablet computer, a 
video player, a DVD writer/player, a high definition video 
writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system. 
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9. A system programmed in a non-transitory memory of a 
camera device comprising: 

0189 a. a sensor configured for acquiring a video; and 
0.190 b. a transmitting component configured for trans 
mitting a bitstream of the video including signaling a 
maximum bit rate, average bit rate and maximum coded 
picture buffer size allocated for each layer in the bit 
Stream. 

10. The system of clause 9 wherein the transmitting compo 
nent is further configured for implementing an extension and 
parameters that are configured to be defined as whole-se 
quence level or Sub-stream level. 
11. The system of clause 10 wherein the transmitting compo 
nent is further configured for managing a system buffer for 
each layer independently without having to re-assemble 
lower layers. 
12. The system of clause 9 wherein the transmitting compo 
nent is further configured for managing buffers for base and 
enhancement layers of the video before re-assembly. 
13. The system of clause 9 wherein the transmitting compo 
nent is further configured for implementing a multilayer 
decoder. 
14. The system of clause 9 wherein the transmitting compo 
nent is further configured for associating buffering period and 
picture timing Supplemental enhancement information mes 
sages with each layer of the video. 
15. The system of clause 9 wherein the transmitting compo 
nent is further configured for utilizing a same picture timing 
Supplemental enhancement information message for all lay 
ers of the video for synchronization of removal times within 
a layer set, and utilizing different buffering period Supple 
mental enhancement information messages for each layer of 
the video. 
16. An apparatus comprising: 

0191 a. a sensor configured for acquiring a video; 
0.192 b. a non-transitory memory for storing an appli 
cation, the application for: transmitting a bitstream of 
the video including signaling a maximum bit rate, aver 
age bit rate and maximum coded picture buffer size 
allocated for each layer in the bitstream; and 

0193 c. a processing component coupled to the 
memory, the processing component configured for pro 
cessing the application. 

17. The apparatus of clause 16 wherein the application is 
further configured for implementing an extension and param 
eters that are configured to be defined as whole-sequence 
level or sub-stream level. 
18. The apparatus of clause 17 wherein the application is 
further configured for managing a system buffer for each 
layer independently without having to re-assemble lower lay 
CS. 

19. The apparatus of clause 16 wherein the application is 
further configured for managing buffers for base and 
enhancement layers of the video before re-assembly. 
20. The apparatus of clause 16 wherein the application is 
further configured for implementing a multilayer decoder. 
21. The apparatus of clause 16 wherein the application is 
further configured for associating buffering period and pic 
ture timing Supplemental enhancement information mes 
sages with each layer of the video. 
22. The apparatus of clause 16 wherein the application is 
further configured for utilizing a same picture timing Supple 
mental enhancement information message for all layers of the 
video for synchronization of removal times within a layerset, 
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and utilizing different buffering period Supplemental 
enhancement information messages for each layer of the 
video. 
0194 The present invention has been described interms of 
specific embodiments incorporating details to facilitate the 
understanding of principles of construction and operation of 
the invention. Such reference herein to specific embodiments 
and details thereof is not intended to limit the scope of the 
claims appended hereto. It will be readily apparent to one 
skilled in the art that other various modifications may be made 
in the embodiment chosen for illustration without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the 
claims. 

1-22. (canceled) 
23. A method programmed in a non-transitory memory of 

a device comprising: 
a. accessing a video bitstream; and 
b. decoding the video bitstream using a multi-layer 

decoder, wherein a base layer video stream of the video 
bitstream uses a different profile than a combined base 
and enhancement level stream of the video bitstream. 

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the video bitstream 
includes signaling a maximum bit rate, average bit rate and 
maximum coded picture buffer size allocated for each layer in 
the video bitstream. 

25. The method of claim 23 wherein the video bitstream 
includes hypothetical reference decoder parameters for a 
multi-layer model. 

26. The method of claim 23 wherein buffers for a base layer 
and an enhancement layer are managed independently. 

27. The method of claim 23 wherein the multi-layer 
decoder includes a single decoder. 

28. The method of claim 23 wherein the multi-layer 
decoder includes multiple separate decoders. 

29. The method of claim 23 wherein parameters of a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are included in a single hypo 
thetical reference decoder function call. 

30. The method of claim 23 wherein parameters of a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are included in a separate 
hypothetical reference decoder function calls. 

31. The method of claim 23 further comprising associating 
buffering period and picture timing Supplemental enhance 
ment information messages with each layer of the video bit 
Stream. 

32. The method of claim 23 further comprising utilizing a 
same picture timing Supplemental enhancement information 
message for all layers of the video bitstream for synchroni 
Zation of removal times within a layer set, and utilizing dif 
ferent buffering period Supplemental enhancement informa 
tion messages for each layer of the video bitstream. 

33. The method of claim 23 wherein the device is selected 
from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop 
computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe 
computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a 
cellular/mobile telephone, a Smartphone, a Smart appliance, 
a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a 
camera phone, an portable music player, a tablet computer, a 
video player, a DVD writer/player, a high definition video 
writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system. 

34. A system comprising: 
a. an accessing component for accessing a video bitstream; 

and 
b. a multi-layer decoder for decoding the video bitstream, 

wherein a base layer video stream of the video bitstream 
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uses a different profile than a combined base and 
enhancement level stream of the video bitstream. 

35. The system of claim 34 wherein the video bitstream 
includes signaling a maximum bit rate, average bit rate and 
maximum coded picture buffer size allocated for each layer in 
the video bitstream. 

36. The system of claim 34 wherein the video bitstream 
includes hypothetical reference decoder parameters for a 
multi-layer model. 

37. The system of claim 34 wherein buffers for a base layer 
and an enhancement layer are managed independently. 

38. The system of claim 34 wherein the multi-layer 
decoder includes a single decoder. 

39. The system of claim 34 wherein the multi-layer 
decoder includes multiple separate decoders. 

40. The system of claim 34 wherein parameters of a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are included in a single hypo 
thetical reference decoder function call. 

41. The system of claim 34 wherein parameters of a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are included in a separate 
hypothetical reference decoder function calls. 

42. The system of claim 34 further comprising associating 
buffering period and picture timing Supplemental enhance 
ment information messages with each layer of the video bit 
Stream. 

43. The system of claim 34 further comprising utilizing a 
same picture timing Supplemental enhancement information 
message for all layers of the video bitstream for synchroni 
Zation of removal times within a layer set, and utilizing dif 
ferent buffering period supplemental enhancement informa 
tion messages for each layer of the video bitstream. 

44. An apparatus comprising: 
a. a sensor configured for acquiring a video; 
b. a non-transitory memory for storing an application, the 

application for: decoding the video bitstream using a 
multi-layer decoder, wherein a base layer video stream 
of the video bitstream uses a different profile than a 
combined base and enhancement level stream of the 
video bitstream; and 

c. a processing component coupled to the memory, the 
processing component configured for processing the 
application. 

45. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein the video bitstream 
includes signaling a maximum bit rate, average bit rate and 
maximum coded picture buffer size allocated for each layer in 
the video bitstream. 

46. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein the video bitstream 
includes hypothetical reference decoder parameters for a 
multi-layer model. 

47. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein buffers for a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are managed independently. 

48. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein the multi-layer 
decoder includes a single decoder. 

49. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein the multi-layer 
decoder includes multiple separate decoders. 

50. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein parameters of a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are included in a single hypo 
thetical reference decoder function call. 

51. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein parameters of a base 
layer and an enhancement layer are included in a separate 
hypothetical reference decoder function calls. 
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52. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein the application is 
further for associating buffering period and picture timing 
Supplemental enhancement information messages with each 
layer of the video bitstream. 

53. The apparatus of claim 44 wherein the application is 
further for utilizing a same picture timing Supplemental 
enhancement information message for all layers of the video 
bitstream for synchronization of removal times within a layer 
set, and utilizing different buffering period Supplemental 
enhancement information messages for each layer of the 
video bitstream. 


